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Formulation and evaluation of pellets of okra gum prepared by extrusion and 
spheronization

Hemant K S Yadav
RAK College of pharmaceutical sciences, RAKMHSU, Ras AL khaimah, UAE

New technologies and processes are being developed for existing and new drug molecules to prepare sustained 
release (SR) and controlled release (CR) dosage forms. Multi- unit forms such as pellets offer significant 
advantages such as better control over drug release and less chances of dose dumping. In the present work, 
pellets of metronidazole (as a model drug) are prepared by extrusion and spheronization. The drug is used 
with other drugs for treating stomach infections, if the retention time is increased better effect can be observed 
that approach is used to prepare mucoadhesive pellets using okra gum, the pellets made by using okra gum 
were found to be uniform in size and exhibited a more controlled release spread over 12 hours. The influence 
of various processing parameters such as speed of extrusion, rpm of spheronizer and time of operation was 
studied. The characteristics of pellets such as size, size distribution, and shape and drug release are influenced 
by formulation and processing variations. The mucoadhesive studies were performed which exhibited good 
mucoadhesive property at the end of the test. The differential scanning calorimetry and infrared spectroscopy 
(IR) studies revealed that there are no interactions between drug and okra gum. The electron microscope 
images of pellets showed that the pellets have spherical shape. The details of experiments performed and results 
of the investigations will be presented.
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Encapsulation of 18-β-glycyrrhetinic acid in new polymeric microparticles for exuding 
wounds treatment

Cinzia Pagano, Paola Calarco, Maurizio Ricci and Luana Perioli
University of Perugia, Italy

The 18β- glycyrrhetinic acid (Gly) is the metabolite of glycyrrhizic acid (glycyrrhizin), an important constituent 
of licorice roots and rhizomes of the Glycyrrhiza glabra species. Gly is the main bioactive compound of licorice; 
a varied activity has been reported. Particularly, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antimicrobial properties 
are very interesting in wound treatment. Unfortunately, Gly activity is limited by its very low aqueous solubility 
(53 μg/L). A novel technological approach was purposed to overcome this problem. Gly was encapsulated 
in novel polymeric porous microparticles (MP) to be applied on exuding wounds. MP were obtained by 
spray drying method starting from a water solution of the polymer sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), 
the copolymer Soluplus® (SL) and ammonium bicarbonate used as porogen agent. Different CMC/SL ratios 
were assayed (3:1, 1:1; 1:3 CMC/SL w/w); the obtained MPs were characterized in terms of morphology and 
particle size. MPs prepared using the CMC/SL ratio 3:1 (w/w) showed a rugged surface and were dimensionally 
homogeneous with size values below 20 μm. These properties make MPs able to expose a high surface to 
the wound allowing quick hydration, gelation and therefore wound closure. Once encapsulated Gly loses the 
crystalline structure (evaluated by differential scanning calorimetry) enhancing water solubility (~ 10 times 
higher than the crystalline form), and thus increasing local bioavailability and effectiveness. Ongoing in vitro 
studies are focused on the evaluation of MP’s effect on keratinocytes vitality and growth capacity.
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Ocular Drug Delivery – current challenges and innovative solutions

Thakur Raghu Raj Singh 
Queens University Belfast, UK

Ocular diseases that affect the posterior and anterior segment of the eye such as age-related macular 
degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, fungal keratitis and corneal neovascularization are extremely challenging 
to treat. This is due to the recessed location of the eye and ocular barrier function. The conventional mode of 
drug delivery such as eye drops offers little ocular bioavailability which is often less than 5% – thereby patient 
requires frequent administration. Alternatively, intraocular injections such as intravitreal and subconjunctival 
injections have been widely used to achieve therapeutic drug concentrations in treating ocular disorders. 
However, intraocular injections are not patient friendly due to its invasiveness which has multiple adverse 
effects. Therefore, to overcome current challenges, we have been working on innovative ocular drug delivery 
systems for delivery of both small molecules and biologics by using non-/minimally-invasive devices and long-
acting sustained-release formulations. The non-/minimally-invasive devices enable to overcome the barrier 
function of the ocular tissues, causing minimal tissue trauma unlike hypodermic needles; while the long-
acting formulations maintain adequate drug levels of small molecules and biologics within the eye for long-
term which avoid frequent administration of medication. Overall, our approaches are commercially drive that 
offers a new methods of drug delivery to the eye that can overcome many of the current challenges in ocular 
drug delivery and also enhance patient compliance.
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Protein nanoconjugates: Advancement in the targetd therapies

Iqra Munir1,2, Syed Abid Ali2
1Jinnah University for Women at Karachi, Pakistan
2HEJ Research Institute of Chemistry, International Center for Chemical and Biological Sciences, Pakistan

The abundance and variations in the level of serum glycoprotein in diverse physiological and pathological 
state have made them subject of great concern since many years. Among them, one such protein ‘Fetuin’, is 
always under discussion because of their functional diversity and involvement in a wide variety of pathological 
conditions. Present study was conducted to establish the interaction of bovine fetuin-A to validate its binding 
modalities with doxorubicin (Dox). Fetuin-A was purified to highest purity and monodispersity. Synthesis 
of fetuin-A conjugated gold nanoparticles (F-GNPs) has been performed giving typical UV-maxima with 
subtle variation in fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed 
spherical shaped, polydisperse F-GNPs of varying sizes, complementing the radius of hydration (19.5-62.4nm) 
by dynamic light scattering (DLS). Circular dichroism (CD) analysis of fetuin-A with respect to Dox interaction 
shows remarkable reduction in ellipticity with increasing concentrations of Dox (20-120μM). Fetuin-A:Dox 
and F-GNPs:Dox at variable concentrations revealed significantly enhanced absorption spectra, while a 
continuous decrease in florescence (560nm). This effect was more drastic when Dox interact with fetuin-A as 
compared to F-GNPs. Some known antimicrobial drugs were also investigated under similar conditions, giving 
strong quenching effect in a dose dependent manner suggesting the significant yet differential interactions. In 
cytotoxicity assay, fetuin-A:Dox conjugates revealed less toxicity as compared to F-GNPs:Dox and Dox alone. 
In-silico studies of the fetuin-A:Dox complex suggest that the drug binds in the major grove between beta-
sheet and long loop region of D1 domain and stabilized by several hydrogen bonds. 
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A new method for induction of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in mice

Ibrahim El Sayed Mohammed 
Cairo University, Egypt

Finding a curative treatment for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the challenges which face scientists, 
therefore different trials done to achieve this purpose. However, almost of these trials had done on experimental 
animals especially mice, there are many chemicals tried to induce HCC in the mouse liver .Until now, the 
induction of liver cancer in mice is an obstacle due to long duration needed to induce cancer and the low 
survival rate observed in animals. Therefore, there are more efforts done for innovation a new method for 
induction HCC in mice aiming to decrease the mortality rate of mice. In this study, we tried to elucidate a 
new method for induction HCC, diethylnitrosamine (DEN) was injected intraperitoneally at 37.5 mg/kg twice 
weekly for three weeks, followed by 50 mg/kg twice weekly for another three weeks. Confirmation of HCC was 
done by liver histopathological examination and the levels of VEGF, caspase-3 and MMP-9 were determined 
by ELISA. Poorly to moderately differentiated HCC with numerous huge infiltrations and narrowing of central 
veins with multinucleated hepatocytes and absence of the radiating hepatocytes architecture was observed in 
the liver samples of the new protocol of DEN group. Unexpectedly, there was no mortality rate observed in the 
mice treated with new protocol of DEN compared to traditional method of DEN injection group. Therefore, this 
method of induction HCC is considered to be a novel and a suitable method for induction poorly differentiated 
HCC in mice.
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Styryl-Coumarin derived Chalcones as Antimicrobial and anti oxidant agents 

Vijay Kotra
Quest International University, Malaysia

Coumarin derivatives are important biologically active compounds from plants with anti-cancer, antimicrobial, 
anti-inflammatory, anti-HIV, anti-oxidant, anti-coagulant, anti-tubercular, anti-psychotic and anti-malarial 
activities.[1-4] Chalcones are the most common and simple class of aromatic five-membered heterocycles 
with anti cancer, anti oxidative, antibiotic, anthelmintic, anti-inflammatory, anti-hypertensive and anti-HIV 
activities[4-8]. Based on above literature an attempt was made to synthesize some new styryl coumarin derived 
chalcones and evaluated for antimicrobial and antioxidant activities. All the synthesized compounds were 
characterized by IR, NMR and mass spectroscopy and screened for antimicrobial and antioxidant activities. 
Among the compounds SCC 1-10, compound SCC 7, 9 and 10 showed potent activity and compounds 3, 4 and 
8, showed moderately potent antibacterial activity. Compounds SCC 3, 7, 9 showed potent and compounds 5, 6, 
and 8 showed moderately potent antifungal activity. Compounds SCC 3, 4, 7 and 9 showed potent antioxidant 
activity. From the results it was concluded that the compounds bearing nitro and chloro group have shown 
prominent activity when compared to compounds without these groups. It was also confirmed that the groups 
in para position showed better activity when compared to the groups in ortho position. Above results establish 
the fact that styrylcoumarin fused with chalcone can be a rich source for exploitation.
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Litsea glutinosa potentiates the M3-muscarinic acetylcholine receptor to normalize 
diarrheal incidences

Md Atiar Rahman 
University of Chittagong, Bangladesh

Diarrhea is one of the leading causes of preventable death in developing countries which mainly affects children 
under five. This research identified the novel compounds of Litsea glutinosa and investigated its antidiarrheal 
potential in microorganism- and chemical-induced diarrheal model. M3 muscarinic acetylcholine and 5-HT3 
targets were undertaken to justify the binding affinity of plant products using molecular docking analysis. A 
pure compound oxoaporphine was identified from its methanol extract. In microorganism induced diarrhea, 
methanol extract showed the highest zone of inhibition 24 ± 0.9 against Shigella dysentreae and 16.00 ± 1.14 
against E. coli which were statistically significant compared to Ciprofloxacin. In castor oil induced diarrhea, 
same extract inhibited 82.50% of diarrhea which was significant compared to loperamide. Similarly, methanol 
extract significantly reduced the average number of diarrheal feces in magnesium sulfate induced diarrhea. 
In gastrointestinal motility study, methanol extract in most of the cases except in Castor oil induced model 
showed the lowest peristalsis index. In biochemical assay, ethyl acetate and methanol extract restored the Na+, 
K+, Cl- and HCO3- levels in induced diarrheal model. Ethyl acetate extract significantly managed to normalize 
the serum IgE and C-reactive protein. Serum triglyceride and creatinine levels were also restored by methanol 
extract. The sample was found to be nontoxic in acute toxicity test. The oxoaporphine showed lower binding 
energy which is close to loperamide. The results demonstrate a strong support for therapeutic use of this plant 
in diarrheal evidences with further conformation in a dose response study of standardized extract.
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